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Three Wise Monkeys’ Gin Bar brings you a selection of
artisan gins and gin liqueurs from around the world.

flavoured gins
BOË VIOLET GIN 41.5%
£4.50/£7.50
Hugely floral, with classic citrus-forward notes cutting through cleanly.
CHASE RHUBARB AND BRAMLEY APPLE 40%
£4.50/£7.50
cooked fruit with a sprinkle of brown sugar, peppery juniper and earthy
clove, a kick of cinnamon, subtly tangy rhubarb coming through on the
mid-palate.
£4.50/£7.50
CHASE MULBERRY SLOE 29.1%
Made with herefordshire sloe berries and mulberries and aged in oak
casks for a year before bottling.

£4.50/£7.50
POETIC LICENSE STRAWBERRIES AND CREAM 37.5%
Fresh strawberries and peppery juniper. A subtle touch of vanilla
develops, but it really is all about the fruit sweetness here.
£4.50/£7.50
ROCK ROSE OLD TOM PINK GRAPEFRUIT 41.5%
Angelica, fresh grapefruit zest, more lavender and juniper, a few
flourishes of pink peppercorn on the palate with a Lasting fresh fruit
sweetness and a touch of vanilla.
SOLWAY STICKY TOFFEE GIN 40%
Caramelised raisins, pine and a hint of floral angelica.

£3.50/£6.50

CHASE SEVILLE MARMALADE 40%
£4.50/£7.50
A zingy & crisp gin with wonderful sweet bursts of fresh orange and
zesty citrus.

SUFFOLK RHUBARB 43%
£4.50/£7.50
Fresh & vibrant rhubarb with a hint of vanilla, tangy and tart on the
tongue, silky smooth on the finish, irresistibly moreish.

CHASE HEDGEROW ELDERFLOWER 40%
£4.50/£7.50
A floral and crisp elderflower gin with the perfect blend of rich juniper,
subtle spice and floral sweetness.

£4.50/£7.50
SUFFOLK STRAWBERRY AND CUCUMBER 43%
Fresh Suffolk strawberries and cucumber combine to deliver a delicate
and refreshing summer gin. Along with eight other botanicals, the subtle
herbal notes of angelica combine with the delicate violet fragrance of
orris to deliver a sunny infusion.

£4.50/£7.50
FORGED IN WAKEFIELD PASSION FRUIT GIN 37.5%
Sweet and tangy passion fruit bursts open alongside a peppery and
herbaceous background.
£4.50/£7.50
MERMAID PINK GIN 38%
Light and bright, the strawberry notes arrive right away, supported by
citrus and slowly building juniper spice. Samphire gives is a coastal
edge, while hints of liquorice root and coriander develop later on.
MALFY CON LIMONE 41%
Authentic lemon notes with touches of woody juniper.

£3.50/£6.50

£4.50/£7.50
MOR IRISH PINEAPPLE EDITION 40%
Refreshing and tangy with obvious fruit influence. Touches of savoury
rosemary and juniper manage to shine through, but the star here is
clearly the pineapple.

£4.50/£7.50
SUFFOLK DRY GIN MANDARIN AND CRANBERRY 43%
Juniper delivers the pine scent of a traditional Christmas tree, whilst the
sweet mandarin and tart cranberry balance perfectly to provide a fruity
finish. Cinnamon brings sweet spicy notes whilst nine other secret
botanicals invigorate and refresh.
£4.50/£7.50
TWO BIRDS WATERMELON GIN 37.5%
Juniper starts it off, followed by a touch of lemon peel and a good hit of
sweet, refreshing watermelon
£4.50/£7.50
WRECKING COAST HONEY SLOE GIN 34.5%
Jammy but sweet sloe (with a slight hint of oaky/vegetal berry in there
too), with caramel, citrus peels and clove warmth.

Dry & botanical gins
£5.00/£8.50
ABLEFORTH'S BATHTUB NAVY-STRENGTH GIN 57%
As well as boasting a higher ABV than the original bathtub gin, this
edition also has a bigger botanical punch thanks to the 'bashing up' of
the botanical's to release more flavour.
BORRAGO #47 PALOMA BLEND 0%
£3.50/£6.50
Combining exotic botanicals such as juniper, coriander, cinnamon,
cardamom, cloves and orange peel.
BIMBER LONDON DRY GIN 42%
£4.50/£7.50
A light elegant spirit. Juniper forward, with plenty of peppery spice.
£3.50/£6.50
KWV CRUXLAND TRUFFLE 43%
Features a selection of botanicals, including the rare Kalahari truffle
which blends in nicely with juniper, cardamom, lemon, aniseed,
almond, coriander, rooibos and honeybush.

MALDON WILDE SAMPHIRE 42%
£4.50/£7.50
Dry on the palate, a long aftertaste, with a gentle saltiness on the lips
at the finish.
PLYMOUTH ENGLISH GIN 41.2%
£3.50/£6.50
Full and peppery with juniper berry, lemon oil and dried herbs. A little
fennel, floral palate with hints of soft fruity, tangy juniper oil, pepper
and coriander seeds.
SAKURAO JAPANESE DRY GIN 47%
£4.50/£7.50
Fresh citrus and woody juniper notes, with warming spice from wasabi
and pepper along with a subtle salty notes and a dry finish.
SALCOMBE GIN START POINT 44%
£4.50/£7.50
Citrus and floral aromas and flavours and pine notes combined with
the warming spiced citrus notes from English coriander

FINES MASTER LONDON DRY GIN 40%
£4.50/£7.50
Classic gin botanical notes (juniper, coriander, orris, cassia,
chamomile, liquorice and angelica) alongside a hearty helping of citrus
deliciousness.

ORKNEY GIN COMPANY JOHNSMAS 41.3%
£4.50/£7.50
A floral, fragrant gin with sweet juniper, zesty citrus peels, white
flowers and a touch of heather.

£4.50/£7.50
FISHERS DRY GIN 44%
Fresh juniper-led gin with herbal notes and cardamom spice.

SILENT POOL 43%
£4.50/£7.50
Elderflower, chamomile and orange blossom. Warming honey
sweetness and black pepper.

FERDINAND'S SAAR 44%
£5.50/£9.50
A well balanced intricate recipe, with thirty different botanicals in the
mix, including thyme, sloe and roe hip, among others.
£4.50/£7.50
GIN MARE MEDITERRANEAN GIN 42.7%
Very herbal and aromatic palate. Perfume-like delivery. Coriander and
tart juniper, citrus zest with lovely spiced finish.

ZING 72 BOTANICAL GIN 40%
£3.50/£6.50
Juniper at the fore all the way through, with a crisp herbaceous
undertone and hint of sweeter spice.

